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MGCC Anglia Centre Enthusiasts Trophy 

It is with great pleasure that, following the pandemic lockdown which put a halt to 

preceding’s, I can finally announce the recipient of the 2019 Anglia Centre Enthusiasts 

Trophy as being the very popular racing driver, BCV8 Chairman and stalwart, James 

Wheeler. The socially distant hand over of the trophy took place at Snetterton and I was 

honoured to be able to hand the trophy to James who took over the reigns of the BCV8 as 

coordinator, organiser, secretary, you name it, alongside his roll as chairman, following the 

untimely passing away of ‘Mrs BCV8’ Pam McCarthy who used to organise so much. 

James did not flinch from the task and has built up a new team of helpers including his ‘Wing 

Man’ Neil Fowler. James has also built up a fantastic Social Media arm for the 

championship, including the very professional BCV8 videos to promote and support the 

events  

He keeps everyone updated, helps out with entries, supports all the drivers and with help 

from his team, organised a fantastic Dinner Dance at the end of last year 

The enthusiast who is deemed to have made the most outstanding contribution to the spirit of 

the club and The Anglia Centre is voted for each year by the committee and I can say that the 

vote for James was unanimous  

Stonham Barns Classic Vehicle Show 

The Stonham Barns show was one of the first to be held following the easing of pandemic 

lockdown restrictions. The Anglia Centre had a presence with a lovely selection of MGs, the 

display and organisation of which was managed by John Cumming and looked splendid 

There must have been three to four hundred classic cars of all sorts on display and the 

organisers had set up a one way, ‘Covid Safe’ system for spectators and participants thus 

helping to make it a wonderful day 

Anglia Centre Photographic Competition 

You still have time to get your entries in. Send your photographs along with a note of 

membership number to Kelvin webmaster@mgccanglia.com. You can see details in past SF 

Notes or on the website. They don’t have to be professional standard just pictures that evoke 

happy memories with MGs. and we all love to see those 
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